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ABSTRACT
The second in a series of subject presentation in the

field of administrative management for use by educators and
businessmen who teach management courses is offered. The point is
made that the concept of an educational program in small-business
administrative management involves the investigation of a series of
topics stemming from basic management functions as opposed to purely
operational features of the business represented. The Lesson Plan is
an outline of the material covered which may be used as a teaching
guide, or as a framework for developing an individualized
presentation. The Presentation is a carefully prepared subject
presentation which may be used as written or modified to meet local
needs and conditions. The Visual Aids are photographic copies of the
set of visual aids which are available for this topic. These visuals
are 8- by 10-inch colored transparencies prepared for use on overhead
projectors. The Supply Department consists of materials which may be
reproduced locally for distribution to course participants. Cases in
Point list short actual small-business management cases which may be
used to augment the presentation and to develop discussion. The
Incubator provides ideas for stimulating further thought and
discussion by the participants. A bibliography is provided, and field
offices of the Small Business Administration are listed. (MQ
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FOREWORD'

The Administrative Management Course Program was developed
by the Small Business Administration in cooperation with educational
institutions in 1954 to bring modern management knowledge and tech-
niques to the owners and managers of small businesses. Since then,
more than 700 American universities, colleges, and local school sys-
tems have cosponsored 2,800 courses with this Agency. Over 88, 000
owners and managers of small businesses have attended these courses.

This is an outstanding demonstration of public spirit and ser-
vice on the part of these hundreds of educational institutions. Yet,
there remain many thousands of communities, particularly those under
25, 000 in population and whose business establishments are all small,
which have never had an administrative management course.

A committee on management education was recently formed
consisting of representatives of the Distributive Education division of
the American Vocational Association, and the Small Business Admin-
istration to study ways of meeting the small-busines s management needs
of these small communities. The committee recommended that a series
of subject presentations, including lesson plans, lectures, visual aids,
case studies, and handoutmaterial, be developed to assist in the estab-
lishment of administrative management course programs in new loca-
tions. Further, it was felt that this material could materially assist
existing management programs, particularly by emphasizing the im-
portance of continuing education for small-business owners and man-
agers, and by assisting the busy instructor with his preparation.

SBA accepted the responsibility for developing a series of sub-
ject presentations in the field of administrative management for use
by educators and businessmen who teach these management courses.
This booklet is the first in the series. We believe that these presen-
tations will be particularly us eful to Distributive Education in the small.,
er community where library research facilities are limited and equip-
ment for the production of visual aids is not readily available.

I wish to express appreciation to the Richmond Public Schools
System for granting a leave of absence to Mr. John 0. Perreault. Mr.
Perreault did the research and preliminary draft of the booklet under
the supervision of Mr. Grant C. Moon, Chief, Management Courses
and Conferences Division. Mr. George C. Willman, Jr. and Mr. John
W. Clark, Educational Specialists in the Division, have edited and pre-



pared the booklet for publication with the assistance of Mr. Thomas 0.
Barnes and Miss Margaret Torpey. Artwork and visuals were prepared
by Mr. Michael J. Fontana and Mr. Milton H. Weber of the Graphics
Branch, Office of Administrative Services.

July 1964

iv

Eugene P. Foley
Administrator
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A WORD ABOUT THIS SESSION

The concept of an educational program in small-business admin-
istrative management involves the investigation of a series of topics
stemming from basic management functions as opposed to purely oper-
ational features of the business represented. The operational factors
vary widely, but the principles of sound management have quite uni-
versal application.

It is anticipated that, through the medium of administrative
management courses or institutes, educational institutions will coop-
erate with the Small Business Administration and other community
agencies in bringing the specialized knowledge and experience of a
series of management specialists to small-business owners and man-
agers participating in the program.

Typically, the "faculty" of a cosponsored management course
might include:

A lawyer,
A banker or financial executive,
An advertising executive,
A Dun & Bradstreet, Inc. executive or a management

consultant,
A trade association executive,
An accountant,
A Distributive Education coordinator,
A school or college faculty member, in specialized

bus ine as administration or merchandising fields,
An SBA Management or Financial Specialist, and/or
Other bus ine s smen.

This topic, Records and Credit in Profitable Management,
may be handled by an accountant or management consultant. The
U. S. Office of Education publication, Guide for Part-Time Instructors,
Distributive Education for Adults, may prove us eful to local instructors.

This is one of a series of subject presentations which are avail-
able to the local educator. The complete set may be obtained from
the Small Business Administration.

The system of colored divider sheets is used in all booklets in
the series. The color code is:

vii



Grey -- The Lesson Plan. An outline of the material covered which
may be used as a teaching guide, or as a framework for devel-
oping an individualized presentation. The lesson plan contains
two columns: the left-hand column is an outline of the presen-
tation; the right is a step-by-step indication of procedure, in-
cluding chalk-board suggestions, quotations, discussion points,
and a keyed guide to the visual aids supplied.

Rust -- The Presentation. A carefully prepared subject presentation
which may be used as written or modified to meet local needs
and conditions. It may also be used as a source of information
by a person preparing his own lecture.

Buff -- The Visual Aids. Photographic copies of the set of visual aids
which are available for this topic. These visuals are 8- by 10-
inch colored transparencies prepared for use on overheadpro-
jectors. The subject presentation and lesson plan are keyed to
the visuals. A set of visuals for each subject in this series
may be borrowed from the nearest SBA regional office.

Green -- The Supply Department. Materials which may be reproduced
locally for distribution to course participants. Your nearest
SBA office can furnish information on current availability of
SBA free publications, including titles published subsequent to
this volume.

Yellow -- Cases in Point. Short actual small-business management
cases which may be used to augment the presentation and to
develop discussion, or as the basis for a second session on the
same topic.

Blue -- The Incubator. Ideas for stimulating further thought and dis-
cussion by the participants. This material may be reproduced
locally for distribution to course participants. "Assignments"
are designed to aid in retention of the subject matter of the
session.
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STIMULATE GROUP BY SERVING

AN INSTRUCTIONAL COCKTAIL

RECIPE

Use The Three B's (Bubbles)

O Base instruction on problems at learners
level.

O Blend instruction with job experience.

O Brighten instructions with variety of
illustrations, investigations
and grouo participation.

FOUR SASIC STEPS OF INSTRUCTION

Instructing is like selling - -

Selling

1. Approach customer
Promptness
Put at ease
Awaken interest

2. Present merchandise or service
Select merchandise to fit need
Show one item at a time
Demonstrate selling points

3. Have customer take part
Get merchandise into customer's

hands
Let customer "try on"

merchandise
Answer questions and meet

objections

4. Bring sale to close
Help customers decide; ask:

"which"
"for whom"
"when"

Be sure merchandise fits
need

Summarize points of care and
use

Handle mechanics of sale
Pave way for return visit

10

Instructing

1. Prepare the group
Start on schedule
Put group at ease
Awaken interest

2. Present information
Gauge material to needs
Present one point at a time
Show, illustrate, question

3. Have group participate
Get group to discuss

Have members demonstrate
or use ideas

Answer questions and correct
errors

4. Bring meeting to a close
Check on understanding; ask:

"why" "how"
"when" "what"
"where" "who"

Be sure group now can use
information

Summarize "take away" ideas

Make a definite conclusion
Pave way for next session

1



How To Deal With "Difficult Customers"

(Dge

MEd To Do
THE "MOUTH"wants to do Take the play away hem him by asking others to

all the talking. comment on his remarks.
Deliberately turn to others and ask for their opinions.
Avoid looking at him.
Tactfully ask him to give someone else a chance, or
talk to him in private.

THE "ARGUER"constantly
tries to catch you up.

Keep cool You can never "win" an argument.
Always make him back it up. Ask for evidence.
Avoid getting personal.
Refer the question to the group and then to him

THE "MOUSE"is in every Call him by name and ask him for an opinion. Ask
group. him an easy question he is sure to answer well, then

praise him. This person is worthy of your attention.

THE "SO-WHATER"is dis-
interested.

2

Point up something he has done as a good example
of the point being stressed. Ask direct questions
affecting his work.



LESSON PLAN

TOPIC: RECORDS AND CREDIT IN PROFITABLE MANAGEMENT

OBJECTIVES: To establish the concept of records as a management
tool.
To point out the typical problems evolving from
poor records.
To determine the types of records needed.
To emphasize the importance of control in
credit management.
To outline means of handling slow or overdue
accounts.

SESSION CONTENT

I. YOUR RECORDS AS GUIDE-
LINES TO PROFITABLE
MANAGEMENT

A. Importance of records

1. Record keeping is the
"language of business"

2. Without records business
transactions become hazy
and unintelligible

3. SBA publication "Are You
Kidding Yourself About
Your Profits?" poses three
record-related management
problems:
a. The existence of a

profit
b. The sufficiency of

profit
c. The relative

profitability of the
product mix

4. The Pitt study

12

TIPS AND APPROACHES

Nile story -- or other
appropriate introductions



a. Parallel (controlled)
case studies revealed
the one overwhelming
difference between
successful and
unsuccessful firms
lies in approach to
management informa-
tion

b. 90% of failures kept
poor records

B. Record systems -- simple
or complex

1. Simplest form of records
consists of some form of
income record and some
form (checks, stubs,
cash slips, etc. ) of
record of money that
goes out

2. Accurately kept, these
expense and income
records provide the
brick and mortar for
more complex or
elaborate systems

3. Overly elaborate
records can also
be a hinderance
rather than a help

4. Records that immerse
management in un-
important trivia are
to be avoided

4

Describe study controls

Quote Dr. Woodruff, this
manual, page 15

Quote "can't see forest
for the trees" example

Quote Dr. Woodruff, this
manual, page,15

13
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C. Typical problems
evolving from
inadequate or
unintelligible
records

1. Tax problems
2. Excessive fixed costs
3. Financial over-reaching
4. Misinformation about the

nature, location and
source of true market

5. Poor product or service
diversification

6. Obsolescence of product
or equipment

7. Inventory troubles
8. Expansion problems
9. Combination of above

problems

D. Basic records needed

1. Records thac are re-
quired are affected by
the business functions
involved:
a.
b.
c.

d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Financing
Equipping
Personnel utilization
and control
Purchasing
Storing
Production
Marketing or selling
Financial report-
ing and control

2. Size, type of organiza-
tion, kind of business,
etc. indicate to some
extent the type and
variety of records
needed, but all busi-
nesses require certain
basic records

(Visual No. 1)

(Visual No. 2)
(Visual No. 3)

(Visual No. 4) Cite
Richmond Bakery
experience and Visual No. 5
(Visual No. 6)

(Visual No. 7)

(Visual No. 8)
(Visual No. 9)

List on chalkboard



R ecords of Cash Receipt
with provisions for
segregating receipts from
sources other than income
(such as bank loans)

E xpenditure Records with
provisions for designating
the nature of the expenditure
and the method of payment

C ontrol of Payroll Expen-
ditures - showing names,
social security numbers,
time of payment, gross pay,
payroll deductions, and taxes

O n Account - or accounts re-
ceivable records showing
customerst accounts and your
experience with them

R esources and Accounts Payable -
showing your experience with
suppliers

D ocumentation File - for the
orderly accumulation of doc-
umentary evidence (invoices,
Stubs, etc. ) supporting your
other records

S ummarization - general
ledger and periodic state-
ments (P & L, balance
sheet, etc. )

6

Visual No. 10 or write on
chalkboard outline of
anagram

0

Then fill in as each record
is discussed

15



E. Data to be provided by
records

Records should provide
management with infor-
mation to:

1. Facilitate dealings with
banks and other credit
or lending agencies

2. Facilitate management
plans regarding new
lines, changes in
operations, diversifica-
tion, elimination of
profit drains, expansion,
etc.

3. Establish accountability
of employees (or
departments) for assets
and functions entrusted
to their charge

4. Give information as to
past experience with
merchandise lines,
customers, and
suppliers

5. Provide information and
data to assist profes-
sional resource people
such as your accountant,
your attorney, your trade
association executive to
help you in your business

6. Provide a tangible basis
for State, district and
local licenses or permit
fees

Point out records represent
events -- rJcords exist
because things happen, not
the reverse

Hand out and discuss Hand
Out Sheet No. II-1

7



7. Provide basis for
assessment for
personal and real
pr operty

8. Provide for the
determination of
taxable wages under
social security and
unemployment reg-
ulations

9. Keep systematized
records of operation
cost, obsolescence,
depreciation, etc.

10. And finally, to
support the figures
that go into tax
calculations

F. Sources of help in
establishing records

1. The sooner you start
the better

2. As a minimum let your
banker be your record
keeper

a. Deposit all money
received with a
notation as to its
source

b. Make all expen-
ditures by check
with a notation as
to purpose

Discuss

17
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c. Keep memoranda
of details not
immediately re-
flected by receipt
or disbursement

d. Preserve all
documentary
evidence (bills,
contracts, tax
returns, etc. ) and
file them in a safe
orderly fashion

3. Best to enlist the
help of professionals
in most cases

II. CREDIT & COLLECTION
TECHNIQUES

A. Credit is a broad topic in
itself

Here we content our-
selves with a brief
look at credit from a
management viewpoint --
i. e. , the things to
watch for in establish-
ing policy and in
controlling practices

1. The hidden losses
in charge accounts:

a. American retailers
lose more from
slow payers than
from bad debts

18

Enumerate available
sources of aid

Visual No. 11

Cite Dr. Clyde W. Phelps'
report, The Ten Hidden
Losses In Slow Charge
Accounts

9



b. The cost associated
with slow accounts
constitutes the
most important
item in the total
cost of doing a
credit business

c. The cost can be
eliminated by
individual care
or collective
action

2. Losses from slow
accounts

a.
b.

c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

h.

Bad debt losses
Bookkeeping &
collection cost
Added interest cost
Tied-up capital
Reduced capital turnover
Lost customers
Borrowing difficult
for you
Fruitless competition
caused

3. The law of "diminish-
ing returns" in
collections

4. The older an account
gets the tougher it
becomes to collect

5. Steps to prevent and
cure "slow accounts"

a. Investigate
thoraughly

b. Explain terms
clearly and
unmistakably

c. Suspend further
10 credit

Write on chalkboard or show
in Poster Form
(Use progressive disclosure
techniques)
Discuss each

Show Visual No. 12 - Discuss

19
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d. Help delinquent by
suggesting ways and
means

e. Act decisively

B. Building a credit
business

1. The need for a policy --
what to include in a
credit policy

2. The three "Cis"

3. Investigate

a. Location and
permanency

b. Occupation and
earnings

c. References --
personal & bank

d. Marital status
e. Property and credit

status
f. Ability to repay

C. Rules of collecting

Questions to cover in rules

1. When is account payable?
2. How soon after due date

for first reminder?
3. Credit suspension - how

soon?
4. How many steps; at what

intervals ?
5. Which of the tools of

collection to use when?
6. When to turn account

over to professionals?

( 20

Stress need to look for
answers to these questions:

1. Does he have enough
income?

2. Does he change
residence often?

3. Frequent job changes ?
4. Is he a slow payer?
5. How does he stand in

the community?

Call attention to SBA-SMA
No. 49 Improving Collections
From Credit Sales

11



D. Collection procedures
and methods

1. Remind customers
2. Request response
3. Insist on payment
4. Final action

E. Summarize

12

Visual No. 13

Use focal points No. 2
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RECORDS AND CREDIT IN PROFITABLE MANAGEMENT

YOUR RECORDS AS GUIDELINES TO PROFITABLE MANAGEMENT

The River Nile and its meandering tributaries have a prominent
place in the affairs of all of mankind. Men in all ages have navigated
its serpentine channel. Wars have been fought over its possession--and
nations have come to birth and death in the verdant plains that have de-
veloped on its deltas. Today only a few half-demolished ruins tell us
of the forgotten cities which once grew strong and opulent on the com-
merce it produced.

Because we cannot find, or cannot understand, the records of
these ancient civilizations, we have limited knowledge of their history,
their achievements, their hopes, or aspirations.

Each age speaks a distinct language. If an age or an institution
is to go forward and endure, it must speak a language that itself en-
dures. In order to develop in strength, small business, too, must be
able to analyze and record the variety and complexity of is transac-
tions. This recording must be in terms and in a form that will not be
misunderstood, --weeks, months, or even years afterward.

Modern business must be operated on the basis of adequate re-
cords. Records are necessary to determine profit or loss, return on
investment, owner equity, assets, liabilities, and other pertinent facts.
In addition, good records constitute a basic tool of good management.
Information obtained from records furnishes the basis for managerial
decisions ranging in scope and importance from policy formation or
revision down to day-to-day decisions regarding routine operational
activity.

Several years agc SBA published a leaflet entitled, Are You
Kidding Yourself About Your Profits ? This article pointed out what
business educators, consultants , and trade association people have been
trying to say for a long time--that many small-business men do not
know from day to day whether they are making money or losing it. It
is only at the end of what might be a critical period that they have a
profit and loss statement drawn up to find out just where they are going.

Statistical studies have shown that the great majority of failing
businesses have inadequate records. Department of Commerce figures,
bank analyses, and Small Business Administration surveys abundantly
substantiate these findings. Good records can help the confused owner
or manager answer the following important questions:

13
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Am I making a profit ?

Am I making enough profit?

Am I selling (or manufacturing) the most
profitable product mix?

A few years ago the Bureau of Business Research of the Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh made the first of a series of modern bankruptcy
studies. Parallel case studies were set up in which (for study purposes)
unsuccessful firms were matched with successful ones. Firms se-
lected were of about the same size, in the same lines of business, and
in the same city or locality to insure that the compared firms would
be subject to the same business conditions and geographical peculiar-
ities. The "Pitt" study was designed to isolate significant management
differences between the successful and unsuccessful firms,

The one overwhelming difference that came out of these studies
was in the approach to management information. Over 90 percent of
the unsuccessful firms failed to keep adequate records or failed to use
the records kept. In other words, management could not at any given
moment determine:

1. The existence of profit,

2. The adequacy of profit, or

3. The relative profitability of their product mix.

Nor could they make intelligent decisions in a variety of manage-
ment or operational matters that must be based on adequate sources
of intelligence or information. The unsuccessful managements were
just existing. Without records they didn't know which way they were
goinguntil too late. On the other hand, in over 90 percent of the cases
studied, the successful firms had well-established systems of records
which kept management constantly informed. The successful managers
knew just how and where they were going because they used their rec-
ords as guidelines to profitable management.

SIMPLE OR COMPLEX

Recordkeeping systems vary from the most simple to the most
elaborate. The simplest consist of some kind of a record of income

14
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and some measure of money (such as check stubs and cash slips) going
out. Dean A. M. Woodruff of George Washington University may be
quoted directly in this regard:

"I have been called in as a consultant in small firms
where these (check stubs, etc. ) were the only records
kept and where even these records were kept so sloppily
that the man who kept them couldn't read his own hand-
writing, and neither the income nor the check stubs
could be reconciled with the bank statements."

If the expense and income records are kept accurately, they
provide the brick and mortar that go into more complicated systems of
accounting. They rarely provide all the answers a manager eventually
comes to need, but on the other hand, where these basic records are
not well kept, most later decisions will be made on the basis of wild
guesses.

At the other end of the pole is the manager whose records are
an obsession rather than a tool. He is weighed down with ledgers,
journals, and inventory records to the point where he can't turn around.
Records that reach this point no longer serve a useful purpose. The
boss can't separate details important to management decisions from
the utter mass of unimportant trivia in which they are immersed.

Again quoting Dr. Woodruff:

"I was once called in by a firm that was losing money.
(They) kept records on each machine in operation (that
were) so detailed that every month the boss received
a stack of papers about an inch thick. His operation was
based around three large machines, each slightly dif-
ferent, but eachproducing the same item. After a week
of hard reading, I realized that his cost on the first and
second was about' 6 cents per unit, but his cost on the
third machine was nearly 21 cents. Not only did the
boss not know this, he actually scheduled the third ma-
chine full and often left the first and second machines
idle. All the necessary information was on his own
desk, but not in a form that was worth anything to a busy
man. (This) boss was just as ignorant as the man who
kept no records at all. "

We would like at this point to emphasize some of the faulty de-
cisions in critical situations that can come about by way of inadequate

15
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or unintellibible records. Here are some of the typical problems which
evolve from inadequate records.

Tax Problems

Almost 40 percent of the un-
successful firms in the Pitt study
were in trouble with the Internal Rev-
enue Service. This did not come
about because these small operators
were consciously trying to defraud
the government. On the contrary,
some weren't even taking the legal
depreciation and other allowable de-
ductions . A Dun and Bradstreet sur-
vey indicated that over 75 percent of
the small firms contacted were actu-
ally overpaying their taxes. Unless

your records are complete and intelligible, you cannot possibly know
where you standand you can't prove anything. Moreover, you should
remember this: in the matter of such things as tax deductions, the
burden of proof is on you.

TAX PROBLEMS
7.ri.n.4&

Ta. ro,^An
.

Excessive Fixed Costs

About 33 percent of the Pitt
study firms were suffering from
"hardening of the business arteries."
Their financial circulatory system
had, so to speak, slowed down to a
dribble or come to a complete stop.
This was because their capital was
all tied up in heavy overhead and ex-
cessively high "fixed costs. " One of
the fundamental concepts of business
is the rotationof capital. Merchan-
dise or supplies are wisely pur-
chased, a fair mark-up to cover op-
erational and promotional cost is affixed; and then the merchandise,
product, or service is sold, it is hoped, at a figure that will cover ex-
penses and bring in an adequate profit. When this formula is inter-
fered with, you might be in business, but you certainly aren't doing
business. When your money gets so tied up in fixed operational costs
and overhead that you have no cash to buy the supplies necessary or
take cash discounts, you are no longer in a profitable business.

EXCESSIVE FIXED COSTS

16
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Financial Over-Reaching

Another 33 percent of
the firms got into expansion
programs that were beyond
their financial depth. Lack of
records caused these mana-
gers to "bite off more than they
could chew. "

FINANCIAL

OYER-REACHING

Misinformation About the Nature, Location, and Source of True Markets

;OP
24t4

Joes %Am( SHOP 11

#
4 ,s

MISINFORMATION ABOUT MARKET

Nearly 50 percent of the
unsucce s sful firms had only the
haziest knowledge of their own
market. They didn't know who
was buying their product, nor
why, so they couldn't foresee
changes in demand.

A type of small bus ine s s
that has been slowly passing
from the American scene is the
old neighborhood 'baked goods"
shop. These savory-smelling,

colorful havens of sweetness and delight once dotted American cities
like bright flowers in a midwinter garden. Today it almost takes a
detective agency to search one out in some communities. Part of the
reason for this, of course, is the change in business climate which
makes this kind of operation unfeasible in many localities. Part of it
may be traced to the fact that many independent bakers who failed to
survive did so because they did not know their markets.

Sometime ago a retail bakery management conference was held
in Richmond, Virginia, under the direction of a progre ssive Distributive
Education Department and with the support and encouragement of the
local trade association (Virginia Bakers Council).

27
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The assembled bakers complained of their difficulties:

There were too many bakers in the city and too
much competition within their own industry.

A large map of the city was hung in the conference room and
each of the dozen or so managers was asked to go to the map and pin-
point his location and then draw a circle around it embracing what he
considered to be his "trade radius."

The resultant picture is shown in Visual No. 5 (page 19). This
picture revealed two important management factors:

1. In no case did their self-selected "trade areas" overlap.
(The bakers were not really in competition with each other.
They were actually in competition with products that were
replacing bakery goods on the tables of Richmond household-
ers. Some of these products were: ice cream, fresh and
canned fruits, packaged cereals, breakfast foods, etc. )

2. There were wide gaps between the circles revealing por-
tions of the city that were in nobody's trade area. With
one-third of the total city population living on the south side
of the James River, there was not at that time a single re-
tail baked goods store in this entire area. In other words,
South Richmond was a "no-maxi's land" as far as the bakers
were concerned.

Any of these managers with adequate market information and
records could probably have reached these conclusions by himself: It
was the old story of lack of information and not being able to see the
forest for the trees.

Happily, many of those in attendance at this conference were
alert businessmen, who, with the guidance of their trade association
executive, began to remedy this oversight and to do something about
meeting their real competition. In other words, they determined who
was buying their products and yLty, and then collectively met their
competition. Today these businesses continue to thrive and grow be-
cause their records help them analyze and then meet their true market.

18
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Poor Diversification or Product Obsolescence

POOR PRODUCT OR SERVICE

Diversification

with a little thought, to include a wide
products that were in the growth stage,
chests. Instead, they contin-
ued to make ice chests and
progressively increased their
deficit because they could not,
or would not, diversify. Ade-
quate records would have
shown a decreasing market for
ice chests and the need for
diver sification.

About 50 percent of the
firms in the Pitt study lacked
diversification of products or
services to a crippling degree.
In other words, they had "all
their eggs in one basket. " One
of the firms was set up many
years ago and was continuing
to produce obsolete wooden ice
chests , although the market for
this product was rapidly dis-
appearing. They could have
diversified their production,
range of wooden cabinets and
such as TV, radio, and trophy

OBSOLETE PRODUCT

OR EQUIPMENT

Inventory Troubles

INVENTORY TROUBLE

How many firms have
gotten into some kind of inven-
tory trouble through a lack of
good records, or a lack of
knowledge of recordkeeping
procedures, is almost impos-
sible to estimate. Here is an
example involving inventory
problems which resulted in the
failure of the business. If the
operator of the business cited
had been an experienced mer-
chandiser with a knowledge of

management recordkeeping, he would either not have gone into the oper-
ation, or would have known his way out.

20
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Our case is taken from a recent research report of the Small
Business Administration, "The First Two Years":

"Mr. Byrd, an unemployed, unskilled laborer, 34 years
old and single, was talked into buying a failing pet shop
by a friend; he paid $500 for a stock whichwas worth no
more than $200. He put an additional $300 into stock
purchases but bought the wrong kind of merchandise.
For a pet shop, the business contained remarkably few
pets. His stock consisted of about a dozen small turtles ,

one tank with a few goldfish, and eight or nine canaries
and parakeets. In addition to a small array of dog and
cat collars, the bulk of his stock consisted of large
amounts of pet food. As the interviewer observed; "He
would never be able to make the business worth while
selling dog biscuits and birdseed, particularly since
every item in the shop can be found in any reasonably
large supermarket or 5-and-10-cent store, generally
at lower prices.' His lack of business know-how was
further substantiated by the fact that after one month
in business, he still had no idea what sort of mark-up
he was working on. He lasted altogether 2 1/2 months
and lost $500 in his venture. "1

Expansion Problems

The national growth of
American business increases
moderately from year to year.
The rate at whichthe corporate
giants expand might look high
in a local situation, but when
viewed nationally, is quite
modest. U. S. Steel can add
a hundred employees, nation-
ally, and hardly change their
employee-management ratio.
On the other hand, if a firm
with two employees adds two

more, it has grown by an increment of 100 percent. This type of growth
is not only common, it is a characteristic of successful small business.

1Kurt B. Mayer arid Sidney Goldstein, The First Two Years: Prob-
lems Of Small Firm Growth And Survival, p. 127.
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Imagine for a moment the problem which would result if U. S.
Steel doubled in size in a year's time. This wouldnot mean a hundred,
but a hundred thousand more employees, billions of additional invest-
ment dollars, legal involvements, and other problems that would tax
the greatest resourles and best brains of American industry.

Now this problem, except for scale, happens every day in the
small-business field. The two-man firm jumps to four, the four to
six or eight, and so on. Where this happens, inadequate records and
management information quickly come home to roost.

A man who was able to carry in his head easily and accurately
the information which he needed when he had four employees suddenly
discovers that his "system" doesn't workwith eight. Among the worst
tragedies of American business are the firms that fail because they
succeed- -firms which develop sur.ficient bus ine s s and have the incentive
to expand, but are unable to operate on the expanded basis for want of
an established system of records that keeps the boss informed on what
is going on.

Very often the expansion of a small firm involves launching
some new line of endeavor. At this point, it becomes important to the
operator of the firm to know whether or not he is making money on
each of the separate lines and how much. If his books are not being
kept in a way that tells him all the facts, he may carryon an unprofit-
able line of business for some time at the expense of a more profitable
line; and he ends up losing money or barely breaking even.

BASIC RECORDS NEEDED

We may identify broad functions of your business to better define
the areas of managerial problems and decision-making--and, at the
same time, specify the nature and variety of records upon which these
decisions can be intelligently based.

22

These business functions involve:

1. Financing
2. Equipping
3. Personnel utilization and control
4. Purchasing
5. Storing
6. Production
7. Marketing or selling
8. Financial reporting and control
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Factors such as the size, type of organization, and kind of busi-
ness indicate to some extent the type and variety of records needed to
accomplish and transcribe the activities of each of these functions.
What we want to do at this point is to broadly outline a normal pattern
of records needed by almost all businesses to intelligently carry out the
listed functions. Much more could be added, and much more is fre-
quently desirable or even demanded. The question is not, "Do you need
records ?" but "What records, withinthe limits of resources, are need-
ed to do the job?" Thus the problem of records is first a manager's
problem (administration) before it becomes a bookkeeping problem
(operations).

It this presentation, we have to make certain assumptions. Be-
cause firms vary in size and comPlexity, we must start from scratch,
so to speak. Accordingly, this approach to recordkeeping assumes that
you have no formal internal accounting force, or at most, you only have
a bookkeeper. To the extent you employ full-time accounting personnel
and you are not included in the abovc assumptions as to size, you may
easily adapt and expand on these observations. My fondest hope is that
each of you will be motivated to start or enhance your business self-
improvement program by keeping adequate and appropriate records,
and by using these records to guide you in your management.

Looking back on the business functions we just outlined, you
will see that they all have certain common characteristics.

1. They represent things you do in conducting your business.
They are events that happen. They are inescapable in your
daily chores. Records do not cause their existence--rather
records exist because these functions happenand will con-
tinue to happen.

2. Each function generate s piece s of paper which describe what
each activity is all about. These records are your com-
munications network. Accurate records must be made.
Giventhe functions, the need for information, and the pieces
of paper, accounting can sirstemize and improve the collect-
ing and interpreting of information and report the results.

3. One must distinguish between the event that is recorded and
the meaning of these records to management. A document
or record can accurately describe a physical condition or
event without indicating the relative quality of the condition
reported. For example, a document can report that ten
pounds of material or twenty hours of labor were used on a
particular job, but only management can determine whether
or not they should have been used. Records exist because
things happen, not the reverse.

23
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The size, type of organ-
ization, kind of business, and
other factors govern to a large
extent the records needed and
the complexity of the record
system to be used. Every
business, large or small, sim-
ple or complex, needs seven
basic kinds of records. Inor-
der to help you remember just
what these foundation records
are, we have arranged their
listing in the form of an ana-

Records of CashReceipt with provisions for segregating re-
ceipts from sources other than income (such as bank loans).

Expenditure Records with provisions far designating the nature
of the expenditure (for example, materials and labor expense)
and the method of payment (check or cash).

control of Payroll Expenditures - showing names, social se-
curity numbers, time of payment, gross pay, payroll de-
ductions, and taxes.

on Account - or accounts receivable records showing cus-
tomers' accounts and your expeiience with them.

Resources and Accounts Payable - showing your experience
with suppliers (such as cash discounts and dates).

Documentation File - for the orderly accumulation of doc-
umentary evidence (invoices, stubs, etc. ) supporting your
other records.

Summarization - in order to summarize the variety of trans-
actions already basically recorded, and to provide a per-
manent, intelligible history of the business, you need a
general ledger. This record shows the beginning values of .

assets, liabilities and capital. It summarizes the results
of operations for any given period (week, month, quarter,
year). It provides a "running" record of assets, liabilities ,

and capital at any given moment. It establishes accounta-
bility to employees or department s for funds or other assets
entrusted to their care.
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DATA TO BE PROVIDED BY RECORDS

It should be noted that, while we have listed a lot of troubles that
some firms have gotten into because they failed to keep records, we
have also emphasized that records are kept for specific purposes and
should be designed for these purposes. The whole essence of this topic,
therefore, is informed management. There is no excuse for keeping
records simply for the purpose of keeping records, but some firms get
into situations where they do just that.

In all too many cases, records are keptprimarilyfor the annual
ritual of preparing an income tax return. We are not saying that re-
cords should not facilitate and substantiate this activity; recordkeeping
for tax management decisions is extremely important. But this should
not become the sole purpose of recordkeeping, nor should other con-
siderations be eliminated from the recordkeeping design merely because
they don't fit into the taxation scheme.

Other types of data that should be quickly available from re-
cords include information to:

Facilitate dealings withbanks and other credit or lending agen-
cies.

Facilitate management plans regarding such factors as new
lines, changes in operations, diversification, elimination of
profit drains, and expansion.

Establish accountability of employees (or departments) for as-
sets and functions entrusted to their charge.

Give information as to past experience with merchandise lines,
customers, and suppliers.

Provide information and data to assist professional resource
people such as your accountant, your attorney, and your trade
association executive to help you in your business.

Provide a tangible basis for State, district, and local licenses
or permit fees.

Provide basis for assessments for personal and real property.

Provide for the determination of taxable wages under social
security and unemployment regulations.

25



Help you keep systematized records of operation costs, obso-
lesence, and depreciation.

And finally, to support the figures that go into tax calculations.

SOURCES OF HELP IN ESTABLISHING RECORDS

To be sure, the best time to establish your record system is
at the same time you start into business. However, even if you've
been in business for some time without one, you can't start sooner
than now to set up an effective recordkeeping system.

But what sources of recordkeeping aid are available to the
small businessman? There are several.

As a very minimal approach, a small businessman can let his
bank serve as his bookkeeping department. This can be accomplished
with little expense by observing the following guide:

1. Deposit all money received from any source (with a nota-
tion of the source).

2. Make all expenditure payments by check (with a notation
as to the purpose of the expenditure).

3. Keep written memoranda giving necessary details of all
transactions not immediately reflected by the receipt or
disbursement of cash (such as sales or purchases on ac-
count).

4. Preserve all documentary evidence supporting any trans-
action (such as bills, contracts, and tax files).

This system will suffice for only the simplest of operations. A
more complex business, even a small firm, can profit by a more de-
tailed recordkeeping system.

If you need a more sophisticated plan, you may well consider
retaining the services of a bookkeeper or an accountant. You can ob-
tain such service on a part or full-time basis depending on your needs.
There are also available franchised bookkeeping service organizations
such as "Mail-Me-Monday" and "A- 1 System, " which can offer package
recordkeeping systems which they will set up and administer for you.
Of course, most management consulting firms also offer the service
of setting up your system of records. In some lines of business, trade
as sociations and suppliers will furnish re cordkeeping aids at a minimal
cost, or in some cases, free.
26
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In developing your .recordkeeping systems, your choice of ad-
visors will depend on answers to the following questions : which sources
are most readily available to you? which ones are best qualified to
advise your kind of business ? and which ones offer services within
your ability to pay. You may find answers to these questions by ask.
ing your present accountant or bookkeeper. Or you may inquire of
fellow businessmen around you as to what sources they may. be using.

The need for adequate recordkeeping should be apparent. The
tools for setting up such systems are available. Be sure you are keep-
ing the proper records and making the best use of them.

CREDIT AND COLLECTION TECHNIQUES

Credit and collection is
a broadtopic. It could be dis-
cussed in a session by itself or
even a whole series of ses-
sions. Here we must content
ourselves with a brief look at
credit from a management
viewpoint--that is, the things
to watch in establishing policy
and in controlling procedure.
As we discuss credit control,
you should notice how impor-
tant good records are to ef-
fective credit and collectio,as.

CREDIT AND COLLECTIONS

Depend en-good records

If we may again make reference to the SBA publication, The
First Two Years, we see documented evidence of typical problems that
can descend upon the retailer or service firm manager who gets in-
volved in the over-extension or unwise extension of credit.

Case I: Stella's Restaurant.

For example, in the case of Stella's Restaurant, the extension
of credit hastened the demise. Located in an area in which a
large part of the population*was receiving public assistance,
she did not hesitate to give out credit freely. Within a few weeks
of operation, she had $90 outstanding--more than a fourth of
her total capital. Recognizing her predicament too late, she
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told the interviewer: "I haven't been able to make enoughmoney
to pay my bills. People haven't been paying me for the credit
I gave them, and I can't pay my bills if they don't pay me. I've
stopped giving credit now, but I'm afraid it's too late; and if I
don't start getting some money back soon, I will have to close
down before I get deeper in debt. "2 Stella's Restaurant closed
less than ten months after it first opened.

Case II: Richards' Service,

A much larger amount of credit was involved in the case of
Richards' Service. Unlike many owners, Richards had planned
his venture quite carefully. He and his wife had saved almost
$6, 0,00, and he had waited until he found what he considered an
almost ideal locationfor a filling station. With eight years' ex-
perience as a mechanic behind him, Richards bought all new
equipment for which he paid $4, 000 in cash. With $1, 700 left
over for working capital, he was very confident that he would
succeed.

From all objective accounts, the business should indeed have
succeeded quite well. As the representative of the oil company
stated, sales had been increasing every month of the 13 months
that Richards was in business, his bills were all paid, and he
was getting the business into a position where he could have
made "some good money real soon. " However, Richards' ac-
tual financial situationwas far worse than the sales record in-
dicated because much of his capital was actually tied up in ac-
counts receivable which he could not collect. Despite good in-
tentions and a big "No 'Credit" sign put up at the opening,
Richards was soft-hearted. As he put it; "See that sign? I
mean what it says. You can't afford to get started in a credit
business because you can never pinpoint the deadbeats. I don't
want to extend credit to anyone, but the problem is.to say so
in a nice way. You know what I mean--so I won't lose their
business. " Apparently, he never acquired that knack, for he
lost over $2,000 in bad debts in less than a year. In desper-
ation, he stopped giving credit altogether, but the result was
that his gross dropped almost in half. This so discouraged
him that he sold the station for $2,500.3

2Ibid. , p. 128.
3Ibid. , pp. 128- 129.
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An excellent little booklet on this topic of extending credit was
written by Dr. Clyde William Phelps, Professor of Economics, Uni-
versity of Southern California, retired. It is called The Ten Hidden
Losses In Slow Charge Accounts.4

This publication is actually addressed to management and starts
out with a bit of warning.

"Failure to make a fair profit is bad enough. But making
a profit and then losing it is worse. "

Dr. Phelps concludes:

That the American retailer loses far more from slow
accounts than from bad debts.

That the costs associated with slow accounts constitute
the most important item in the total cost of doing a c red-
it business.

That these costs caused by slow accounts can be practi-
cally eliminated by retailers acting either independently
or collectively with a resultant increase in business
volume and profits. 5

What are the ways in which your slow charge accounts eat into
your profits ? Herets what happens when you let customers take more
than 30 days to pay.

1. You run up bad debt losses.

2. You increase your bookkeeping and collection expense.

3. You add to your expense for interest because you tie up more
capital in slow accounts.

4. You accumulate frozen assets which hinder your taking full
advantage of cash discounts and profit-making opportunities.

5. You reduce your capital turnover and your rate of profit.

4Dr. Clyde W. Phelps, The Ten Hidden Losses In Slow Charge A
counts.

5Ib'd . , p. 3.
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World:

6. You lose some good business because customers who are
allowed to become slow payers tend to transfer their pa-
tronage elsewhere.

7. You are often forced to borrow, and slow accounts make it
difficult for you to borrow.

8. You get into useless and unprofitable competition withother
retailers. 6

Dr. Phelpst thesis is further supported by a quote from Credit

"For years the National Retail Credit Association has
pointed out that selfish and misguided retailerswho
used terms as a competition feature in their businesses
with the idea that it would attract to them more busi-
ness--who extended credit to those owing long past-due
accounts to other merchants--were causing the loss of
millions of dollars to merchants and encouraging dis-
respect for the sacredness of a credit obligation, pro-
moting bankruptcies and undesirable and unstable citi-
zenship. "7

The following it§ anin-
teresting chart which graph-
ically presents what might be
called "the law of diminishing
returns" or what happens to
the slow or old accounts.8

6Ibid., p. 2.
7Ibid., p. 23,
8Ibid., /3. 5.
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The older it gets, the tougher it becomes to collect
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collect.
The older a charge account becomes, the tougher it gets to

Age of Account Proportion Collectable

Over 60 days
Over 6 months
Over 12 months
Over 24 months
Over 36 months
Over 5 years

8
6 7%

45%
23%
15%

Forget it !

100%

90%

80%

70%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

DIMINISHING RETURNS ON SLOW ACCOUNTS

Years

ZYee 41/

5

POSITIVE SUGGESTIONS FOR PREVENTION

Dr. Phelps goes on to make the following positive suggestions
to prevent and cure chronic credit procrastinators.

1. Investigate thoroughly - Use your professional credit agency.

2. Explain terms clearly and. unmistakably.

3. Follow up promptly.

4. Suspend further credit to slow payers until past-due accounts
are paid.
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5. Help delinquents - When a customer becomes delinquent,
call him in for a personal interview. Help him to pay you
by suggesting ways and means.

6. Act decisively.

To these we might add one more fundamental point. Establish
an appropriate credit and collection policy based on the recommenda-
tions of a retail credit bureauand then stick to it.

BUILDING A CREDIT BUSINESS

Establish a definite credit policy covering the following credit
factors:

1. Credit or no credit.
2. Down payment or no down payment.
3. Typical down payment and time allowance on installment

sales.

Select your credit customers with care using the Three C's of
Credit as standards of selection:

Character - What is his reputation in business and the com-
munity?

Capacity - What is his ability to repay?
Capital - How much of his own money does he have invested

in his business ?

Investigate the credit applicant thoroughly to get the following
information:

1. Address and length of residence in your locality.
2. Occupation and earnings.
3. References.
4. Bank references.
5. Marital status and number of dependents.
6. Property ownership.
7. Other credit accounts.
8. Extent of debts or payments.

Look for the answers to these questions:

1. Does he have income to meet all present and projected
obligations ?

2. Does he change residence often?
32
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3. Does he change jobs frequently?
4. Is he a slow payer?
5. Does he have substantial community references?

Use your retail credit bureau to secure confidential reports.

Limit credit.

1. Set definite limits as to the amount a customer can charge.
Keep his credit within bounds.

2. Keep accurate and complete records.
3. Send statements at regular intervals.
4. Watch past-due accounts.
5. Take legal steps when necessary.

Dr. Phelps, writing later in a SBA Small Marketers Aid en-
titled Improving Collections From Credit Sales makes the following
additional observations:

RULES FOR COLLECTING

Your collection policy should set up specific rules on such mat-
ters as the following:

1. When accounts are to be payable;
2. How soon after the due date the first reminder shall be sent

out;
3. How soon after the due date the credit privileges on a past-

due account shall be suspended;
4. How many steps shall be in the standard follow-up, and how

much time shall elapse between the several steps;
5. Which of the available tools and methods shall be used in the

various stages of the follow-up; and
6. When past-due accounts shall be turned over to a collection

agency or an attorney. 9

The prior development of such collection procedures is a matter
of policy determination. Where a policy has been well-planned, man-
agement is relieved of many subsequent headaches that result from
having no specific procedure.

9Dr. Clyde W. Phelps, Improving Collections From Credit Sales, p2.
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COLLECTION SYSTEMS

Dr. Phelps ties crecilt and collections back into the framework
of good management and good recordkeeping with his recommendations
for collection systems.

You may improve your collections by improving your collection
system: the setup of records, filing devices, forms, and office ma-
chines and equipment which you utilize in applying various collection
methods according to a definite collection procedure. . These re-
quisites are:

1. It (the system) should provide an accurate record of each
step in the collection process . . .

2. It should bring accounts to notice automatically at the proper
time;

3. It should avoid unnecessary duplication of records and ef-
forts;

4. It should provide for classifying or segregating the accounts
into three categories: current, past due, and suspense or
attorney . . . . ;

5. It should be arranged so that cash received is posted daily
to the collection records before it goes to the general book-
keepers in order that these records will be kept up to date
daily.. .

.10

COLLECTION PROCEDURE AND METHODS

COLLECTION PROCEDURES

Handling
"LAMB DUCK"

accounts

10
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Your collectionproce-
dure should be deliberately
planned so that it will move,
in a regular and orderly way,
througha series of steps. The
collection effort gradually be-
comes more insistent until
final decisive action is taken.
The procedure can be organ-
ized into four logical steps:
(1) remind the customer, (2)
request response, (3) insist
on payment, and (4) take final
action.
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Remind the Customer

The customer should be reminded shortly after his account has
become past due. The tone of this first reminder should be mild. It
is only reasonable to assume, at this point, that the customer has
merely overlooked the matter.

Good methods for giving past-due customers a reminder are
printed or mimeographed form notices and duplicate statements with
or without a reminder message. Reminder messages may make an
appeal in the form of a sticker, insert, rubber-stamped or handwritten
message. This is an impersonal form that indicates to the customer
that he is not being singled out for discriminatory action, but is re-
ceiving the same treatment given all others in similar circumstances.

Request Response

Those customers who do not react to the reminder should be
automatically subjected to the second step of collection follow-up after
a predetermined number of days. This message not only reminds the
customer of his debt, but also asks for a response. There is rarely
justification for waiting more than 15 days after the reminder before
requesting a response.

You still use a mild and courteous tone. You can no longer
assume that this slow account represents an oversight (since the debt
has already been brought to the customer's attention by the first re-
minder). However, the only logical attitude to take is that there is
some valid reason why payment has not been made. And there are
plenty of good reasons possible--there may have been a mistake in
billing, the customer may have been dissatisfied with the gc,ods or the
tr eatment received, or he may be temporarily financially embarrassed.

The purpose of this step is to get a rise out of the customer--
to find out why the customer is slow in paying so that you can figure
out what can be done to remedy the difficulty. The approach is still an
impersonal one. The methods employed in the first step are equally
valid here.

Insist on Payment

Those customers who have not responded to the foregoing fol-
low-up require a third step in which still a different procedure is ap-
plied. At this point, it is reasonable for you to begin to suspect that
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the customer may prove unwilling and perhaps does not intend to pay
his bill. Therefore, you are now justified in bearing down andapplying
increasing pre s sure .

In this step a number of efforts, increasing in severity, are
often called for. A variety of methods may be employed:

1. Collection letters utilizing appeals to fairness, pride,
self-interest, and fear.

2. Humorous or stunt letters.
3. Telephone calls.
4. Telegrams.
5. Registered letters.
6. Personal calls.

Various pressures may be used and included in the message
sent to the customer temporary suspens ion of credit pr ivileges; threats
to report the account to the credit bureau, a collection agency, or an
attorney; and, in the case of installment sales, threats to repossess
the merchandise or to sue. Although it depends on the circumstances
in each case, this stage may extend over several weeks or months
while successive efforts, increasing in severity, are made to collect
the account.

Final Action

If the first three steps prove unfruitful, final and decisive action
must be taken. Customers who have failed to respond satisfactorily
after the preceding three steps fall into two main classes.

The first class consists of those who are willing but unable to
pay in full within a reasonable time. You can often help such customers
pay you by assisting them to pool their obligations and set up a firm,
realistic plan or schedule for repayments

The second class consists of those who are able to pay, but who
must be forced to do so. Withpeople in this category, you should make
goodon any threats used. You can turn the account over to a collection
agency or an attorney or, if an installment contract is involved, you
may prefer to sue or repossess.

No general rule can be laid down for all cases and all lines of
business, but certainly if ycu have been wrestling with a past-due ac-
count for six months and have gotten nowhere, it would seem undesir-
able to delay longer in turning it over to an agency or an attorney spe-
cializing in collections.
36
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Plans, policies, and definite procedures are needed to carry
on a successful credit business. Controlling the issuing of credit, as
well as controlling the accounts which are currently payable, is re-
quired. Credit can be a useful tool for increasing sales, but it must
be applied judiciously to insure that the increased sales result in in-
creased profits.
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USE OF VISUAL AIDS

WHAT TO USE WHEN AND HOW TO USE

Chalkboard

Posters, Charts, and
Diagrams

Hand-Out Materials

Films and Film Strips

Samples, Forms, and
Exhibits

Pedestal Chart

Study and plan before a meeting what to put
on the board and where to put it. Use it to
present sketches, diagrams, outlines, defini-
tions, key words, directions, record of class
contributions, and summaries.
Suit material to board space.
Write plainly and quickly.
Keep wording simple.
Stand at one side of board while referring to

Talk to the group, not to the board.
Erase material no longer needed.

To arouse interest and attract attention; to
show relationships and trends; to inspire
group.
Use device large enough to be seen.
Post where everyone can see.
Present at right time.
Discuss information illustrated.

To present information uniform in character
and as a guide to material covered; emphasize
key points; arouse interest and discussion; re-
view or summarize discussions; and serve as
permanent reference.
Select to serve a definite purpose.
Introduce at right time.
Distribute in manner to convey its importance.
Direct members how to use.

Present an overall view; introduce a new sub-
ject; emphasize specific aspects of a subject;
arouse interest; summarize.
Select carefully to relate to the discussion and
plan presentation. Arrange room and equip-
ment for showing. Alert the audience for the
showing or what will be seen. Run the film.
Discuss the subject matter and summarize.

Keep subject matter practical; show develop-
ment of a process; increase understanding.
Select only enough to illustrate, not confuse.
Pass around if necessary.
Take time to present clearly.
Comment when presenting.

A pad of newsprint sheets or similar paper may
be used for the same purposes as the chalk-
board. Material recorded with chalk or
crayon may be saved for future reference by
the group or by the instructor.
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USE OF RECORDS

Types of data that should be quickly available from adequate
records include information to:

Facilitate dealings with banks and
other credit or lending agencies.

Facilitate management plans regarding
such factors as new lines, changes in
operations, diversification, elimination
of profit drains and expansion.

Establish accountability of employees
(or departments) for assets and functions
entrusted to their charge.

Give information as to past experience
with merchandise lines, customers,
and suppliers.

Provide information and data to assist
professional resource people such as
your accountant, your attorney, and your
trade association executive to help you
in your business.

Provide a tangible basis for State, district,
and local licenses or permit fees.

Provide basis for assessments for personal
and real property.

Provide for the determination of taxable wages
under social security and unemployment
regulations.

Help you keep systematized records of
operation costs, obsolesence, and depreciation.

And finally, to support the figures that go
into tax calculations.

Hand Out Sheet # II-I
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ARE YOU KIDDING YOURSELF ABOUT YOUR
By Fredrick G. Disney, Management Consultant, Fort Vlorth, Texas

SUMMARY

Net profit is probably the most important in-
dicator of the success of a business operation.
Hence you should be concerned about the reli-
ability of that figure. You can be surer of its
accuracy by understanding the principal ways
in which profits can be erroneously stated. Bas-
ically, there are four areas in which you can
kid yourself about your profits.

1. The Existence of a Profit. Key question:
Are such items as depreciation and inventory
handled realistically in the accounting system?

2. The Sufficiency of the Profit. Key ques-
tion: Although you may be making a profit, can
it be considered sufficent for your size and type
of operation?

3. The Profit Mix. Key question: Although
you may be showing a good profit from your to-
tal operation, are there lines or departments in
the company which are actually losing money?

4. The Profit Trend. Key question: Does
the trend of profit show healthy progress, or is
the tendency towards less and less profit?

To judge your own position in these areas,
get appropriate help and guidance from your
accountant or auditor. If your present informa-
tion is not adequate for such an analysis, you
should develop suitable records as soon as you
can.

Basic to accurate profit determination is a sys-
tem of accurate and meaningful accounting. The
words accurate and meaningful are very significant
because not all accounting systems convey a real-
istic picture of the results of operations. Although
the proper mechanics of accounting may assure a
balancing of debits and credits, this procedure
will not of itself tell the whole profit story. Such
information must be interpreted to provide the man-
ager with a sound basis on which to direct future

PROFITS?

operations.
To be sure, consideration of the accounting

procedures is necessary, since a figure of net prof-
it has to be derived from some system. However,
to managers, the detailed procedures of bookeeping
are of little interest as compared to the ways these
techniques can be applied to policy decisions.

There are four major areas in which you can
kid yourself about your profits. They are: (1) The
existence of a profit, (2) the sufficiency of the
profit, (3) the profit mix, and (4) the profit trend.

TUE LXISTENCE OF A PROFIT

A good first question to ask is: "Do I actually
have a real profit?" You must realize that a final
answer to this question is not necessarily indi-
cated by the figure of "Net Profit" shown on the
Font-and-loss (P and L) statement. To make sure
that you are not being misled by this figure, you
must analyze the basis of it.

Analyzing the Basis of Net Profit. An orderly
procedure is to start at the top of the P and L
statement and compare every item with its counter-
part in several other operating periods. A ques-
tioning attitude about each figure on the statement
will help you to evaluate the true situation. You
should not accept figures at their face value, but
rather look behind the scene of each one to ferret
out any hidden meanings.

A Word Meet Profit awl Loss Statements.
There are two principal methods of reporting in-
come and expenses on the P and L statement - -
the Cask Method and the Accrual Method. The
cash method shows only the actual receipt of cash
(income), and the actual expenditures of cash
(expenses). The accrual methcd reflects business
transactions which took place doting the reporting
period whether or not any money, as such, changed
bands. These two methods can convey totally
different pictures of profit.

Copia@ of mis Am ore available free Iron field offices and Washington headtmeners of Om Senn Besieges Adadaishation. Aids smy
be condensed ar reprotheced. They say not be altered to Imply approval b? SBA of my private ormmisatien, product. at setvIce. If
entemal Is reused. credit to SBA will be appreciated. Uett of official unglue; Mamie to amid paeans is problbwed by Intr. Use of
funds fat panting Ode publication approved by Berea. of the Bedget. September 29. 1 962.
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The cash method is usually not a reliable pic-
ture of income and expenses for the period covered
by the P and L. The reason is that credit business
comprises over 90 percent of all commercial trans-
actions. Thus, a P and L reflecting only cash
transactions will not account for much of the busi-
ness applicable to the period. The accrual meth-
od, however, can account for all pctivities, cash
or credit, completed during the period.

Solos. Some accounting procedures do not go
to the extent of determining net sales (generally
the gross sales less returns and allowances). Try
to make sure, therefore, that "sales" figures re-
flect the actual, final sales which took place in
the period covered by the P and L.

Cost of Goods Sold and Inventory Valuation.
Cost of goods sold, the next item aftei Net Sales
on the P and L, is determined by subtracting the
inventory at the end of the period from the total
obtained by adding the inventory at the beginning
of the period to purchases made during the pericd.
(Note: Beginning inventory and purchases are of-
ten referred to as "merchandise available for
sale.") Sometimes this method of inventori valu-
ation can be the cause of significant distortion in
the profit picture. If, for instance, the closing in-
ventory were valued high, the cost of goods sold
would be lower and profits would be higher. Thus,
the cost-of-goods-sold figure easily can be dis-
torted by any change in the methcd of inventory
valuation, or by failure to observe sound valua-
tion methods.

Each manager should review his own inventory
procedures to determine, first, what basis is used,
and second, if this basis reflects the most real-
istic value of the stock on hand.

Dopreeinth.o. One of the most critical areas
in the over or understatement of profits is that
of depreciation. Here is a specific area wherein
you can be misled by what appears to be a sound
and accurate accounting procedure. For one thing,
the depreciation account can show a record of de-
preciation down to the exact penny. These entries
in this account give the impression of absolute
accuracy. Because of this you can easily lose
sight of the fact that the human judgment which
established the original depreciation rate could
have been in error - - sometimes in gross error.

By way of illustration, the decision to depre-
ciate some store fixtures over a period of 10 years
by one company proved to be unrealistic siace it
was found that these items had actually reached
the limits of their usefulness and needed to be re-
placed at the end of 6% years. Hence for 63 years
the owners of that company had been kidding them-
selves &boat the amount of their profit.

You should carefully review depreciatioo poli-
cies in terms of your past experience, good judg-
ment, and the experiences of the trade. The tax
rules of the Internal Revenue Service inform you of
legal limitations and serve as a basis for the de-
termination of a realistic depreciation policy. Thi
can be a useful guide. However, in new situations
it is often desirable to work out depreciation
schedules through detailed discussions with Inter-
nal Revenue authorities as to what is reasonable.

In addition to making certain that your depre-
ciation policies are realistic, you also shold de-
termine whether all depreciable items are included
in your depreciation schedules.

Follow to Prorate Annual and Quarterly Ex-
penses Each Month. Companies kid themselves
about their monthly profits when they do not take
into account charges and expenses which arise
only annually. In many smaller businesses these
items are not considered until they arise at the
end of the year, often to the disillusionment of the
manager. Such omissions are particularly notice-
able in job estimations and pricing in job-shop
operations. The manager thinks he is figuring jobs
on the basis of a good profit but finds that his to-
tal operating expenses should have included a
number of items he actually failed to consider in
the day-to-day job estimations.

Some examples of these expenses are:
(1) Income taxes
(2) Insurance premiums
(3) Rent (if paid quarterly or annually)

MaiRtsemmes ad Upkeep Expenses. Another
expense allied to the annual and quarterly ex-
penses discussed above is that for facilities and
equipment maintenance. The monthly P and L
statement may fail to carry an allowance for this
expense for some months. In that case the profits
for those months will have to be readjusted when
large repair bills fall due. Sometimes these bills
can be large enough to wipe out profits for several
months.

Low Salary let the Owner-Mswager. Many small
businesses which appear to be making a fairly
good profit would find a changed situat'on if they
allowed a comfottable salary for the owner-operator.
Often the proprietor draws money out of the busi-
ness on an irregular basis, as he needs it. Many
times this does not amount to reasonable compen-
sation when compared with the pay of other similar
managers working on a regular salary basis.

For example, total withdrawals for a year by
one owneroperator amounted to $8,000, but the
going pay for comparable work was actually
115,000 a year. Consequently 17,OCK) of the profit
figure was the result of the fact that the owner
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was underpaid by that amount. If he had had to
withdraw from the business and hire someone to
perform his job, he would have had to pay at least
$15,000.

Often a manager will not rccognize that fact un-
til he approaches his bank for a loan. In examin-
ing the company's financial statements, the banker
will recognize that the profit figure is not so much
a result of profitable business operation as it is
of waking fa an unrealistic salary. Of course,
when thus done intelligently and deliberately, as a
means of building up capital funds in a new enter-
prise, most bankers would not criticize.

Lack of Sufficient Insurance Coverage. The
profit figure can also contain amounts which are
brought about as the result of unjustifiable risk-
taking by the business. Serious fires or other
accidents, if not covered by adequate insurance
protection, can cause a drain on resources that
may wipe out much or all of the profits for the past
year or so. When a company has been carrying in-
sufficient insurance coverage to guard against such
disastrous experiences, somewhat more profit will
be shown from month to month. In such cases the
profit figure can be said to be a combination of the
results of profitable operation, plus false savings
brought about by undue risk taking. Just how
much protection is "adequate" is, of course, a
matter of judgment. For advke on this point con-
sult y9ur insurance agent, broker, or company rep-
resentative, and your accountant or banker.

Minimum Wage Laws. With the current emphasis
on compliance with the minimum wage law it is in-
creasingly important for you to clarify the status
of your company in this connection. Therefore,
make sure you are not kidding yourself with in-
flated profits resulting from paying your employees
a lower rate than is required.

THE SUFFICIENCY OF THE PROFIT

Although you may have determined that you
actually have a profit, you may be kidding your-
self as to the sufficiency of that profit. You may
fancy yourself as a fairly efficient operator since
you are showing what you consider a very respect-
able total dollar profit. However, you may actual-
ly be operating below par as compared to others
performing the same or similar types of marketing
operations. The point on which you may be
kidding yourself is judging your profits against too
low a standard. This will naturally make them
look good.

In order to get a reliable perspective in this re-
gard, you must reexamine your standard and estab-
lish a sound basis fix comparison. If you estab-
lish a standard that represents real accomplish-

3

ment, your comparisons will be valid.
A good procedure in this connection is to gather

some statistics on the trade you are in as well as
data on some of the most successful companies in
that trade. Trade associations and publications
are helpful sources of this infamation. One well-
prepared set of figures is "The 14 Important Ra-
tios" of Roy A. Foulke. These are published by
Dun and Bradstreet, Inc., 99 Church Street, New
York 8, N. Y., in a small volume revised each year.
In addition to showing "Net Profits on Net Sales"
for a number of businesses, this publication shows
13 other bases for measuring operations. Another
good source is the continuing series of Statement
Studies published annually by Robert Morris Asso-
ciates, Philadelphia National Bank Bldg., Phila-
delphia 7, Pa.

THE PROFIT MIX

Although you find that you are making a real
profit and that your profit is sufficient as com-
pared to a good cross section of other similar con-
cerns, there is another area in which you may be
kidding yourself. It is in assuming that the total
profit figure depicts the true situation for all the
various lines or services of the company. Upon
careful examination you may find that some activ-
ities are doing exceedingly well and even carrying
other losing activities.

If your company is engaged in selling a number
of products, providing a number of services, or en-
gaged in a combination of these activities, you
should develop a system for constantly determin-
ing the actual contribution of each of these goods,
services, or activities to the total profit. There
are, of course, cases where you may have to con-
tinue to handle certain losing items because they
must be provided to complete your line of mer-
chandise or service. If possible it is desirable to
avoid this situation. But regardless of whether
you can avoid them or not, you certainly should
know specifically what activities are losing, how
much they are losing, and why they are losing.

This information can be determined by a care-
ful breakdown of income and expenses by individ-
ual line. The objective of this kind of "costing"
is to allocate to each activity the costs required
to carry it on. Typically, the costs will fall into
three main categories:

(1) Wages
(2) Merchandise
(3) Overhe

Systems of costing need not be elaborate nor
complicated, nor is it always.necessary to carry at
the procedures constantly. Periodic checks will
often suffice. 49
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THE TREND OF PROFIT

You may be aatisfied with your analysis of the
existence of a profit, the sufficiency of the profit,
and the profit mix, and even then kid yourself in
still another area. That is in the trend of your
profit. The examination of your profit picture at
any one point in time, such as a monthly or a year-

ly P and L statement might prove satisfactory. But

when viewed in relation to a number of months or
years it might instead show an unsatisfactory trend.

This comparative analysis might reveal such
things as an increase in volume, but a decrease
in the ratio of net profit to sales. Or expenses
might be increasing at a faster rate than sales or
net profit. Comparisons of this sort usually be-

come more meaningful when all items are reduced

to a percentage basis. Typically, all items are

expressed as a percentage of net sales.
Many small marketers find return on investment

to be a useful yardstick for measuring the trend of

their crofits. It is not difficult to develop and
apply. Essentially it tells you two things: How
well your firm did in one reporting period in con-
trast with others, and how much the money invest-

ed in your business earns in comparison with other

investment alternatives.
For example, suppose you had a small service

business in which capital of $38,000 had been in-

vested. And suppose you felt that, all things con-

sidered, the yield on that capital should be about

9 percent a year before taxes. This would total

$3,420.
That figure might work out to, say, 3 percent

of annual net sales of $114,000. Therefore, to
keep track during the year of how things were
goingthe trend, in other words--you might keep
score, on a quarterly basis, of sales and profits.
Any quarter ending with sales of less than

$28,500 and crofits below $855 would indicate that

things were moving in the wrong direction.
Knowing that, you could try either to increase

sales volume to produce more profit dollars, or to
obtain better margins on existing volume. If nei-
ther was possible, you might waut to consider re-
investing your capital in a more profitable way.

ANALYZE YOUR OWN OPERATION

The consideratious discussed above are not
intended to be all inclusive. Other factors may
also be worth analyzing to determine their in-
fluence on the accuracy of the profit figure. Using
this Aid as a guide, each manager should endeav-
or to develop his own checklist of potential trouble
spots in his particular business. This checklist
should certainly be discussed with your account-
ant so he will understand your purpose in question.
ing these areas. Frequently, he will be able to
offer valuable suggestions.

FOR FURTNER INFORMATION

Readers wishing to explore further the subject of
statements and analyses of profitability may refer to the
following publications. Consistent with the objnctives
of these Aids, this listing is intended only as a start-
ing point. It should not be considered as an all-inclu-
sive index. No slight is intender, towards authors whose
works are not mentioned.

(1) Profit Management, by F. V. Gardner et al. McGraw-
Hill Book Company, Inc., 330 West 42d Street, New
York 36, N. Y. 1955. 16.
(2) Practical Distribution Cost Analysis, by D. R. Long-
man and Michael Schiff. Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1818
Ridge Road, Homewood, III. 1955. 17.80.
(3) Financial Statements: Form, Analysis, and Inter-
pretotion, by R. D. Kenne4 and S. Y. McMullen. Richard
D. Irwin, Inc., 1818 Ridge Road, Homewood, III. 1952.

17.80.
(4) Guides for Profit Planning, by B. La Salle Woelfel.

Small Business Administration, 1960. Available
from Superintendent of Documents, Washington 25,
D. C. 25 cents.

(5) Ratio Analysis for Small Business, by Richard Sanzo.
Small Business Ackninistration. 2nd Ed. 1960. Avail-
able from Superintendent of Documents, Washington
25, D. C. 25 cents.
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PROTECTING YOUR RECORDS AGAINST DISASTign
By Edward J. Stewart, Regional Director

Small Business Administration, Region I, Boston, Massachusetts

SUMMARY

Disaster is no respecter of' small busi-
ness. Recently, a typical small concern in
a disaster area lost everythingincluding
all records. It was a striking example of
what lack of important documents and infor-
mation can mean to a business establishment
in time of disaster. An appeal was made to
the American Red Cross and Small Business
Administration for fbnds with which to re-
store the business. Both agencies were
badly hampered by the lack of proper records
of earnings. If the businessman had taken
proper advance precautions to protect his
valuable records, there would have been less
delay and little chance of his not obtaining
the fbnds he needed.

During the past 2 years, various U. S.
regions have been the scenes of major disas-
ters. These have ranged from tornadoes and
hurricanes to salt-water floods and high

winos with torrential rainfall. In addition,
while business buildings are often located
above the flood line, many of them do not
have adequate protection from cyclones and
tornadoes.

In situations like these, one of the
gravest management problems derives from the
loss of business records. The problem is

grave because any evaluation of the extent
of damage, to be acceptable, must be sup-
ported by accurate figures and descriptive

information. Virtually every organization
providing financial assistance covering

losses due to a disastera bank, an insur-
ance company, the Red Cross, or the Small

Business Administrationmust have dependa-
ble proof as to the size of the loss and the

fact that relief is justified. To provide
this proof, correct and current records
should be maintained and should be protected
against cbstruction.

Where business records are concerned, care-
lessness and lack of' foresight by owners and
managers Is all too common. Often, important

ledgers and irreplaceable legal documents are

lost forever. As a result, there have been
many cases where disaster-struck concerns,
seeking financial assistance for rehabilita-
tLon, have met serious obstacles. Such diffi-

culties could have been avoided had essential
information been protected systematically in

advance. Moreover, the fact remains that in
large companies, as well as in small concerns
and among individual proprietors, most regular
records are vulnerable to loss or destruction.

Here is the experience of one firm. This
concern was operated in a one-story, wooden-
frame building located in a low area at the
foot of two hills. A flood swept through the
building damaging the flooring, electric mo-
tors, and inventory. The operator stated that
he "kept the books under the counter, and they
were so badly damaged that they were thrown
out with all of the other debris." When the

owner applied.for a loan, he could not give
any figures to substantiate his loss, nor
could he submit any figures which would enable
an investigator to determine what the past
business experience of the concern had been.
The inability of' the applicant to substantiate
any claims resulted in his loan application

being declined. In fact, he could not be

helped in any tangible way.
Floods, winds, and fire can strike any-

where and cause key documents to be destroyed

or rendered completely useless. How would

your concern make out if your office were de-

molished? Do you have an alternative, immedi-
ate source of information as to inventory, re-
ceivables, finances, and similar items? Could

you prove how much a disaster cost you? Could

you back up your tax returns?

TAX CONSIDERATIONS
Continuity of recordsand hence the safe-

guarding of themis important from the tax

Copies of this Aid are available free from field office. and Washington headquarters of the Small Burliness Administration. Aide may
be condensed ot reproduced. They may not be altered to imply approval by SBA of mty private organisation, product, or service. If
material I. rowed, credit tu SBA will be appreciated. Use of official mailing indicia to avoid postage is prohibited by law. Use of
funds for printing this publication approved by Bureau of th Budget, September 26,1962.
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standpoint. Some records (like employee with-
holding statements) aro required by law,
othern (like unusual business expenses) are
dictated by eommonsense. All of them help to
document earnings statements and avoid mis-
takes on tax returns. What you need, of
course, is suffivient evidence to support the
figures you claim. The burden of proof lies
with you. If appropriate records are not
available, due to a disaster, expensive confu-
sion and ovon tax penalties may result. Here
again, carefully protected duplicate Informa-
tion is nsually the best ouswor.

1r your rocurn is questioned and the Treas-
ury agent rinds upon inspeetion that you
haven't appropriate records to justify what you
claim, you nre told both orally and by letter
to keep permanent books of account plus the
following original records: invoices, bills,
vouchers, tapes (such as for cash register),
and receipts. These items, therefore, should
be added to your list of records which should
be protected against disaster.

In fact, If a follow-up investigation shows
that a businessman has consistently failed to
maintain proper records, the Internal Revenue
Service may hale him Into court on the charge
of willful negligene. The penalty for this
misdemeanor is a fine of $10,000 or one year's
imprisonment, or both, plus the court costs.

Four specialized types of records which are
important to safeguard for tax purposes are de-
preciation, tax withholding statements, unusual
business expenses, and buslness losses.

Depreciation.--To substantiate depreciation
figures on capital assets (like machinery and
equipment), you should safeguard records on
date of purchase, cost, estimated useful life,
estimated salvage value; and depreciation al-
ready taken in past years.

Tax Withholding Statements.--As an employ-
er, you are required by law to maintain records
on (1) income taxes withheld from employees'
wages, (2) taxes withheld from employees' wages
under the Federal Insurance Contributions Act
for old age and survivors insurance, and (3)

taxes on employers under the Federal Unemploy-
ment Tax Act for unemployment insurance.
Hence, these documents, too, should be pro-
tected.

Unusual Business Expenses.--If you want to
take the full deduction for unusual expenses
such as entertainment and travel which are in-
curred on behalf of your firm, they should be
fully documented to show that they are both
accurate and allowable. These records, there-
fore, have lasting value.

Business Losses. --There may also be legit-
imate deductions for losses sustained in the
course cf regular operations. For example, a
marketing innovation may not work out, a manu-
facturing experiment may fail--or a disaster
may strike. Such situations may produce siza-
ble losses which are quite properly deducti-
ble--if suitably recorded.
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Here is a case in point. One businessman,
engaged In the manufacture of automotive de-
vices, was the victim of a severe flood. A

substantial part of his loss was destroyed or
damaged inventory ($35,000) and records. An
outside financial specialist had to be brought
in to make estimates and analyses or the com-
pany's sales and normal inventorieswith the
usual ratios in effect in the automotive
trade. If the owner had been able to produce
prope:' Inventory records, he would have been
able easily to substantiate his inventory
losses. Failure to maintain these records and
store them in a safe place required that the
financial specialist devote much high-priced
time to his estimated verifications of the
flood ircirs.

GOVERNMENT CONTRACT RECORDS

If you have a supply contract with the
Federal Government you have still another
series of documents to protect. They can
range from invitations to bid and requests
for proposals, through your actual bids or
proposals, to the contract itself with the
specifications, drawings, reports, correspon-
dence, invoices and payments relating to it.

Essentially, you want to be able to recon-
struct the termt, history and status of your
contract. Details about what you agreed to
do, how far you have progressed, and what re-
mains to be accomplished can be of cardinal
significance in working out with your con-
tracting officer arrangements for completing
work and avoiding deliquency.

For example, an aircraft company sustained
heavy loss as a result of floods. Unfortu-
nately, master blueprints and specificationr
for plane Production were lost and serious in-
terruption of operations resulted. The cost
of reproducing the necessary thousands of
drawings and specification records was very
high. Moreover, only a rough estimate of
their replaced value could be made. The loss
on account of productioh problems, and delays
in delivery of finished units was extremely
heavy. However, if a second set of prints and
specifications had been deposited in a safe,
dry vault located on high ground out of reach
of floods, the company could have been back in
production almost immediately--and could have
saved much goodwill and thousands of dollars.

In the same way, you also need to take
care of records relating to any Government
work you may be doing under subcontract to a
larger prime contractor. Remember that the
prime has schedules and prices to meet, which,
in part, depend upon you. If disaster strikes
you, the prime will want to know as soon as
possible what the effeet will be upon him and
how soon he can expect you "back on the team"
productionwise.

You may also need detailed records on costs
and pricing in connection with the renegotia-
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tion procedure. If your Government-contract
work during a fiscal year totaled $250,000 or
more, and involved renegotiable eontraets, you
can be renegotiated. If you tiro, and can of-
fer proof of having priced closely and of hav-
ing a ^opted risks, you stand a bettor eianee
for a "avorable settlement than if your oper-
ating statements show appmrently excessive
profits with no background facts to justify
them. Such background facts can come only
from good records.

CONSTRUCTIVE ACTION POSSIBLE

The cases of lost records mentioned in
this Aid point to a si.rions situation. Never-

theless, it is one in which constructive ac-
tion is possible--evon for the small enter-

prise.
A good place for a firm to start is to

collect all its valunhlr papers which are not
frequently used for reference. They should be
placed in a safe-deposit vault (for example, a
bank or other safekeeping institution) where
they will be adequately protected from fire,
wind and from water damage in ease of flood.
Such vaults arc available for rent in most
cities; the cost is low when compared to the
potential loss.

Current records of accounts payable and
receivable should be reproduced regularly and
preserved in a safe place. Similar precau-
tions should be taken for sets of tracings,
blueprints, drawings, and important specifica-
tions, as well as for models and prototype
mechanisms. Special care should be taken of

items for which it is not feasible to make and

store a duplicate. Insurance policies and re-
lated data also deserve special care. The

settling of claims can be greatly accelerated
when adequate information is available. Then,

too, it. a dispute arises between the business-
man and the insurance company, proof of loss
through accurate documentary evidence may save
thousands of dollars for the insured.

Remember, however, that such safety meas-
ures are worth very little if the material you
store and safeguard is out of date. Unless

all documents are maintained on a reasonably
current basis or have a long-term value, you
are missing the point of the whole procedure.

FOUR STEPS TO TAKE

What kind of action, then, should be taken
once you have decided to put this program into
effect? Masically, there are three steps:

Analyze the Records. All your operating
executives should be told of the plan, and
asked to make a complete survey and listing of
all their valuable records--reports, drawings,
and other material--which are vital to the full
operation of the activities they supervise.
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Copy Key Items. Make arrangements to re-
produce all of these kry items. Then accumu-
late all of the duplieates, carefully indexed
or identified, and properly packed and pro-
tected for storage.

Arrange for Safe Storage. After assembling
this material, contact the warehouse, bank, or
other safekeeping institution and describe your
space needs. When you have arranged adequate
storage, you should provide the executives of
the storing eompany with the names of the per-
sons representing your firm who have authority
for ancess to these valuable documents.

Keep Things Current. Once you have your
system of safe storage in operation, chock up
on it regularly to see that the right material
is stored, that it is up to date, and that ma-
terial which is no longer useful is extracted
and destroyed.

A WORD ABOUT MICROFILM

In connection with copying key reclrds, the
question of microfilm may well come to mind.
Basically you ean use microfilming in any ohe
of three ways: (1) have it done for you on
contract, (2) do it yourself with rented equip-
ment, (3) do it internally with purchased
equipment. The main deciding factors are cost,
volume of work, and control requirements.

The great advantage of microfilm is space
saving. This can be very important if the pro-
tected storage space you plan to use is rela-
tively expensive. Obviously, when reduced to
microfilm, a great many documents can be fitted
into a space the size of an ordinary desk draw-
er. If, however, you can get well-protected
storage space at relatively low cost, be very
careful to compare the cost of storing dupli-
cate, full-sized documents with the cost of mi-
crofilming. According to the National Records
Management Council, full-sized records can
sometimes be stored for several years at less
expense than the initial cost of microfilming.

The classified pages of your local tele-
phone directory should help you find both con-
tract microfilming services if you want them,
or concerns which rent or sell the equipment.
Naturally, costs will vary a good deal, but
rental charges for a microfilm recorder run
typically from around $35 to $80 per month. To
buy a recorder would cost anywhere from about
$450 to $3,300 and the reader to go with it
would involve some $165 to $800 more.

NOTE TO INDIVIDUAL PROPRIETORS
AND PARTNERS

ln the case of individual proprietorships,
it is important to recognize that the person
and the business are more closely identified
than is true of corporations. As a conse-
quence, it is imperative in guarding against
disaster that a will, insurance policies, cop-
ies of income tax returns, deeds for property,
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and other essential records and legal instru-
ments, be placed in a safe depository. In this
way they can be preserved for reference--not
only by the individual himself, but also by
those who will have to take over the management
of the estate in the event of the owner's death
or incompetency.

The matter of protecting a will is particu-
larly important. History demonstrates that
healthy businesses can be forced to the wall
because there is no owner's will. The fact

that the will was destroyed in a disaster
doesn't help.

Through the specific instructions in a will
a proprietor can provide for executors to carry
out plans he made during his lifetime for the
management or sale of his business interests.
Conversely, the lack of specific authorization
to continue operations can result in immediate
liquidation of the business--as ordered by the
court having jurisdiction over the administra-
tion of the estate.

In partnerships, too, the preservation of
business records can be essential. If, for ex-

ample, key agreements und similar documents are
destroyed at a time when the partnership has to
be dissolved, management and legal problems can
arise very quickly. For this reason,the wisest
policy is often for the partners to provide in-
dividually for the safeguarding of records.
When this is done, edch has available the mate-
rial he needs for his own use and protection.

GETTING A PROGRAM STARTED

Many small business owners will be inclined
tu say: "Fine! I agree with all that's been
said. Something should be done. I'll get at
it just as soon as my regular work lightens up
a bit."

But then they get involved with other
things. Memory dims, enthusiasm slackens, and

PROTECT I NG MR RECORDS AGA I NST DI SASTER

the whole idea is forgotten. Or they put off
positive action on the grounds that their "af-
fairs are not in order."

These are natural tendencies, but they are

also dangerous. For instance, a small manufac-
turer of a patented, food-parking machine expe-
rienced a heavy loss by fire. nifortunately,
no precaution had been taken to keep a complete
duplicate set of drawings eud specifications in
a safe place. The delay in preparing a new set
of dimensional drawings--secured by actually
dismantling a compltite machine in a customer's
plant--was expenr.ive. The problem could have
been avoided if another set had been printed in
the beginning and put away for safekeeping.
The cost of such pretective storage in a suita-
ble vault would be only a few dollars a year.

However, an important word of raution is
appropriate at this point. All changes, addi-
tions, or other information concerning these
drawings and specifications should be made in
the secondary source immediately after such
changes take place in order to keep stored rec-
ords constantly current.

The threat and risks of disaster exist
whether you forget them or not. You seldom, if
ever, get all your affairs in perfect shape.
Furthermore, your business needs to have its
Important records protected more when the risks
are not evident, and when affairs are not in
"apple-pie order," than when they are. Pro-
crastination increases the risks of loss and
wasteand competitive disadvantages.

Putting off the start of a constructive
program is a major reason for being caught
short when misfortune occurs. Intelligent

Plans and positive action are essential if you
sre to give your business a reasonable chance
of survival and recovery. Just as you insure a
home and personal property against loss, so
also you should protect your business against
disaster by safeguarding its vital records.
The time to begin is now.
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IMPROVING COLLECTIONS FROM CREDIT SALES
By Clyde William Phelps, Professor of Economics, University of Southern California.

SUMMARY

Most businesses face collection difficulty
at one time or another. Not all men are honest;
not all men are cautious in their purchases.
That means that you need a collection system
that works.

In such a system, four main areas demand
special attention; (1) greater efficiency in
credit granting; (2) increased precision in the
collection policy; (3) more automatic operation
in the collection system, and (4) improved
timing in the collection procedure.

Of course, even a system need not and
probably should not be totally impersonal. At
times you may have to guess who among the
customers who cause collection problems are
unwilling (but able) to pay, and who are both
unwilling and unable to take care of their
commitments. Obviously, you should apply
different collection tactics in each case.

But without a definite and established
collection procedure, you may find yourself in
an uncomfortable position. You need not let
that happen: A little planning can save you
a lot of grief.

Past-due accounts are a common problem en-
countered in businesses that sell on credit, as many
firms -- even small firms -- do nowadays. Poor
collections eat into profits in many different ways.
If you feel that you are not getting the collections
you should or as fast as you might, a little time
spent on checking the possible causes and consid-
ering effective solutions may yield handsome re-
turns.

COLLECTIONS AND CREDIT GRANTING
EFFICIENCY

The place to begin looking for possible causes
of collection difficulty is not in your collection
setup but rather in your credit granting policies and
procedures. There is a saying that an account
properly opened is an account half collected. Poor
collections may be due to inefficiencies that occur
in the credit granting part of your operation before

your collecting activity even starts. Hence it is
desirable to check the following important factors
in your credit granting mechanism to discover
whether there are any weaknesses.

1. Are you selecting your new customers care-
fully after thorough credit investigation? If you are
granting credit to applicants who are known to others
(as shown by credit bureau records) as slow-pays
or won't-pays, how can you expect anything but
poor collections and bad-debt losses? When credit
investigation is inadequate, poor accounts are put
on the books to start with; often the account which
turns out to be a problem was already a poor risk
at the time it was opened.

2. Are you making sure that each applicant and
present customer clearly understands your credit
terms? Your credit terms should be stated clearly
to each applicant at the time his account is being
opened. They should be restated on your invoices
or sales checks, on your monthly bills or statements
of account, and on your collection notices. How
can you expect good collections from a customer
who never clearly understood, or has forgotten, just
when he is supposed to pay?

3. Are you controlling the credit limits you set
for your various customers? Customers who are
allowed to exceed sound credit limits (based upon
their ability to pay) become overloaded, and their
accounts are certain to turn into collection problems
or bad-debt losses.

4. Are you sending statements promptly? It is
an old saw, but it is still true that the early bird
gets the worm. People generally tend to pay first

those bills that reach them first, and rarely do they
pay until they get a bill.

Copies of this Aid are available free from field offices and Washington headquarters of the Small Business Administration. Aids may
be condensed or reproduced. They may not be altered to imply approval by SBA of any private organization, product, or service. If
material is reused, credit to SBA will be appreciated. Use of official mailing indicia to avoid postage is prohibited by law. Use of 55
funds for printing this publication approved by Bureau of the Budget, November 7, 1 961.
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Check Up on Yourself. If you are handling
your credit granting function efficiently, the great
majority of your customers (from 55 percent up,
depending upon the line of business) will pay in
full upon receipt of your statement. It is with re-
gard to the rest that you have the problem of im-
proving the efficiency of your collecting function.
Perhaps you should check the three important
factors that are the basis for a possible improve-
ment: your collection policy; your collection sys-
tem; and your collection procedure and methods.

COLLECTION POLICY
Start off by examining your collection policy for

possible causes of poor collections. Frequently
the lack of a clear-cut collection policy is at the
bottom of a firm's collecting inefficiency.

Rules for Collecting. Your collection policy
should set up specific rules on such important mat-
ters as the following; (1) when accounts are to be
payable; (2) how soon after the due date the first
reminder shall be sent out; (3) how soon after the
due date the credit privileges on a past-due account
shall be suspended until the account is brought to
terms; (4) how many steps there shall be in the
standard follow-up and how much time shall elapse
between the several steps; (5) which of the avail-
able tools and methods shall be used in the vari-
ous stages of the follow-up; and (6) when past-due
accounts shall be turned over to a collection agency
or an attorney.

B. Firm -- B. Flexible. The adoption of a
definite collection policy does not imply the estab-
lishment of absolutely rigid provisions from which
no exceptions can be made in cases where there
are extenuatin4 circumstances. It does mean that
clear-cut principles are set up as basic guides in
everyday operations. Any deviation from these
principles must be justified by sound considera-
tions applicable to the specific case. After all,
the secret of improving collections from credit sales
is to be found in the achievement of clock-like
regularity in the administration of the collection
function.

COLLECTION SYSTEMS
You may improve your collections by improving

your collection system: the setup of records, filing
devices, forms, and office machines and equipment
which you utilize in aftlying various collection
methods according to a definite collection proce-
dure. Collection systems vary in detail from firm
to firm, but there are certain fundamental requisites
to be met by any system if the best possible
collection results are to be achieved.

Thes. requisites are: (1) It (the system)
should provide an accurate record of each step in
the collection process until final disposition is
made in the case of each account; (2) it should
bring accounts to notice automatically at the proper
time; (3) it should avoid unnecessary duplication of
records and effort; (4) it should provide for classi-
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fying or segregating the accounts into three cate-
gories: current, past due, and suspense or attorney
(customer's credit suspended or account turned
over to an attorney for collection); (5) it should
be arranged so that cash received is posted daily
to the collection records before it goes to the
general bookkeepers in order that these records
will be kept up to date daily; and (6) it should have
provisions for safeguarding the records from loss
and destruction.

Collecting Mechanism. To be most effective,
your collection system or mechanism must be organ-
ized so that the follow-up on each customer with
past-due accounts will begin promptly and that
succeeding efforts will be regularly directed to the
account. Unless your system functions as auto-
matically as possible, customers whose accounts
have become past-due will not be promptly reminded,
and those who have been reminded will not be
regularly contacted again and again until results
are se 'tired. Probably the most important requisite
for successful collection activity is th regularity
and persistence with which past-due accounts are
followed up. Hence the importance of checking
every element in your collection system to make
its operation truly automatic and efficient.

COLLECTION PROCEDUR E AND METHODS
Your collection procedure should be deliberately

planned so that it will move, in a regular and order-
ly way, through a series of steps, the collection
effort gradually becoming more and more insistent
until final decisive action is taken. The procedure
should be organized into the following four logical
steps: (1) reminding the customer; (2) requesting
response; (3) insisting on payment; and (4) final
action.

1. Reminding the customer. All those customers
who do not respond to your invoice or statement
within the time limit set by you must be reminded
that their accounts have become past due.

Tont: The tone of this first reminder should
be mild because the only reasonable assumption
to make at this point is that the customer has sim-
ply overlooked the matter. He may have been neg-
ligent, or he may have been confronted by some
emergency which made immediate response impos-
sible. Thus far, then, his failure to pay is no indi-
cation of either unwillingness or inability to pay
his bills.

Methods: Good methods for giving the past-due
customer a reminder are: printed or mimeographed
form notices in the shape of a card or a slip of
paper about three by five inches in size; duplicate
or short-form statements with or without a reminder
mess.age in the form of a sticker, insert, or written,
typed, or rubber-stamped appeals; telephone calls.
In most lines of business, collection letters and
personal calls are best reserved for later steps in
a finn's collection procedure.

Content: As for the content of this first remind-
er, at least it must bring to the customer's attention



the amount owing, the fact that it is past due and
no remittance has been received, and a request for
payment. It should also restate your credit terms,
and thus contribute toward educating your customer
to pay promptly according to terms to which he
agreed.

Timing: flow soon after the due date the first
reminder shall be sent out is, as indicated previous-
ly, a matter for you to decide in establishing your
collection polic,.. Timing varies greatly in differ-
ent lines. For example, instalment sellers and
instalment lenders usually send the first reminder
notice within a few days after an account becomes
past due, whereas some manufacturers and whole-
salers and many retailers may wait a month before
reminding the customer.

Whether you wish to improve collections by re-
minding past-due accounts promptly is a matter that
is up to you. But normally you need have no fear
of incurring ill will by promptness in reminding,
provided the content of the first reminder notice is
not such as to give offense. Its impersonal form
should be such as to indicate to the customer that
he is not being singled out for discriminatory action
but is receiving the same treatment accorded all
others in similar circumstances.

2. Requesting response. Those customers who
do not react to the simple reminder you give them in
Step 1 should be automatically subjected to the
second step of collection follow-up after a predeter-
mined number of days. The message used here not
only reminds the customer of his debt but also asks
for a response.

Tone: The tone you use is still mild and cour-
teous. While it cannot be assumed that the custom-
er is simply overlooking the invoice or statement
(since it has already been brought to his attention
by the first reminder), the only logical attitude to
take is that there is some valid reason why payment
has not been made. And there are plenty of possi-
ble good reasons: There may have been a mistake
in the billing; the customer may have been dissat-
isfied with the goods or the treatment received, or
he may be temporarily financially embarrassed.

Methods: The purpose in this step is "to get a
rise out of the customer" -- to find out why he is
slow in paying so that you can figure out what can
be done to remedy the difficulty. The methods used
are generally similar to those employed in making
up the first reminder. Impersonal notices on paper
or three-by-five-inch cards are effective. So are
telephone calls and short form letters.

Content: The content of the message in this
second step is similar to that in the first step of
the follow-up, but in addition you ask the customer
to advise you of his reason for nonpayment.

Timing: How much time should be permitted to
elapse between the first and second steps of the
follow-up depends on the type of business involved.
For example, not more than five days, or at most a
week, should be allowed between reminding and
requesting response in case you are engaged in
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instalment selling or instalment lending. In the
case of manufacturers, wholesalers, and retailers
generally there is rarely any justification for wait-
ing more than 15 days before requesting a response
from a customer who has been sent a reminder.

3. Insisting on payment. Those customers who
have not responded to the foregoing follow-up re-
quire a third step in which a still different procedure
is applied. It has been some time now since you
notified the customer by sending him an invoice or
statement; later you reminded him of his failure to
pay as agreed; then you reminded him again with a
request for some kind of a response; you have not
been able to get in touch with him, and he has not
communicated with you.

Tone: Thus, as you prepare to take the third
step in the collection follow-up, it is reasonable
for you to begin to suspect that the customer you
are now dealing with may prove to be unwilling, and
perhaps does not intend to pay his bill at all.

It may seem strange, but many honest customers
who really intend to pay their bills do not respond
promptly and frankly to duns from a creditor; for
some reason they dislike explaining just what their
difficulty is, and how they would like to take care
of their obligations. They act precisely as people
act who intend not to pay at all. Because you can-
not be sure into which category they fall, the only
reasonable attitude for you to assume in applying
the third step of the collection follow-up is that the
customers who make it necessary are very likely
unwilling debtors seeking to avoid their obligations.
Hence you are now justified in bearing down and
applying increasing pressure.

Methods: In each of the foregoing steps only
one effort was made: one simple reminder, and one
reminder requesting response. But in this third
step a number of efforts, increasing in severity, are
often called for. Here a variety of methods may be
employed: collection letters utilizing appeals to

fairness, pride, self-interest, and fear; humorous
or stunt letters; telephone calls; telegrams; regis-
tered letters; personal calls; a series of letters
sent by a collection agency or an attorney to whom
you have turned over the past-due account for
collection.

Content: The content of the third step collec-
tion messages may include various pressures:
temporary suspension of credit privileges on the
past-due account; threats to report the account to
the credit bureau, the firm's legal department, firm's
outside collector, a collection agency or an attor-
ney; and, in the case of instalment sales, threats
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to repossess the merchandise or to sue.
Timing: The time allowed to elapse between

the request for response and the Ifirst message in-
sisting on payment should not be more than a week
in such lines as instalment selling and instalment
lending. In such businesses the rule is that a
customer who has missed an instalment payment
must be reached before the date qf his next payment
arrives. Thus an instalment buyer who has missed
a monthly payment will receive three notices be-
fore his next payment falls due; a reminder, a re-
quest for response, and a threat to reposses the
merchandise unless the past-due payment is made
or satisfactory arrangements are worked out.

In other lines more time is allowed, but it is
difficult to justify permitting more than 1.5 days to
elapse between an unanswered request for response
and the beginning of the stage where you insist on
payment. This stage may then extend over several
weeks or months, depending upon the circumstances
in each case, while succeeding efforts, increasing
in severity, are made to collect the account.

4. Final action. In analyzing the customers who
have failed to pay or make satisfactory arrangements
to liquidate their indebtedness to you after the pre-
ceding three steps in collection follow-up, you will
find that these customers fall into two main classes.

The first class consists of those who are able
to pay but must be forced to do so. Some of these
will be found to be "skips," and they should be
traced if the expense is justified; and suits should
be brought if the amount they owe merits the ex-
pense. Even if you are engaged in instalment sell-
ing, you may prefer to sue instead of repossessing
in cases where you and your attorney are of the
opinion that the account will be collectible under
judgment.

The second class is composed of those who are
willing but who cannot pay in full, or who cannot
pay within a reasonable time. You may be able to
induce these customers to re-evaluate their finan-
cial position and find some way to pay their debts
within a reasonable period.

What Can You Do? In the case of a customer
who is so deeply involved that he apparently will
not be able to pay in full, even over a long period,

perhaps he can be induced to pool his obligations
so that you and his other creditors may salvage as
much as possible out of the nituation. In case you
are selling durables on the instAlment plan and you
find that the customer cannot pay in full or would
take an unduly long time to do so, final action may
be taken by repossessing the merchandise.

Whot More Con You Do? If you attack your
collection problems along the various lines that
have been indicated, you will find that there will
only be a very few accounts that you are unable to
collect yourself. But to achieve the best recoveries
on such accounts, you should follow a definite
policy of turning them over to a collection agency
or an attorney before they are too old. No general
rule can be laid down for all cases in all lines of
business, but certainly if you have been wrestling
with a past-due account for six months and have
got nowhere, it would seem undesirable to delay
longer in turning it over to an agency or an attorney
specializing in collections.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
Businessmen interested in pursuing further the sub-

ject of improving collections from credit sales will find
additional information in the publications mentioned be-
low. Space requirements permit liating only a few of the
many sources dealing with collections, and no slight is
intended toward authors whose works are not mentioned.

A detailed treatment collections is to be found in
Chapters 14, 15, 16, and 17 of Retail Credit Fundamen-
tals and Chapter 7 of Retail Credit Management, official
textbooks of the National Retail Credit Association, both
by C. W. Phelps. National Retail Credit Association,
375 Jackson Ave., St. Louis 30, Mo. 1952 and 1949,
respectively. 85 each.

Credit Management Handbook, edited by the Credit
Research Foundation. Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Home.
wood, Ill. 1958. 812.

Commercial Credit and Collection Practice, by
W. H. Irons and D. H. Bellemore. Ronald Press Co.,
15 East 26th St., New York 10, N. Y. 1957. 16.75.

Credits and Collections, by R. P. Ettinger and D. E.
Golieb. Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N. J.
1956. 86.

Credits and Collections in Theory and Practice, by
T. N. Beckman and R. Bartels. McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
303 W. 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y. 1955. 86.50.
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DAVIS SERVICE STATION

This situation involves Mr. Davis and a service station that he
opened in 1953 in a small Alabama coastal community. The station
failed after about twelve months' operation. Mr. Davis, the owner-
operator, had a high school education, and ten years' experience in
co-managing a successful service station. He had a pleasing person-
ality, was a willing worker and was well thought of in the community.

In addition to gasoline, Mr. Davis also sold boats , fishing equip-
ment, and accessories. The station was located on a throxigh highway
in a small Gulf Coast town. The property was leased by Davis from
a local real estate operator. The basis of payment on the lease was
a fixed fee per gallon of gasoline sold. The lease could be voided by
the lessor on very short notice in the event that the number of gallons
pumped fell below a relatively high minimum figure. Mr. Davis sold
unbranded gasoline on open credit.

Boats, motors, and other marine accessories were financed
with a one-third down payment and two-thirds through a finance com-
pany. In practice, Mr. Davis usually put the one-third down payment
on his own books, actually selling with no down payment. Mr. Davis
had approximately ten thousand dollars invested in the business. His
Investment in marine equipment amounted to six thousand dollars with
the remainder of his capital required for day-to-day operating expenses
and inventory. From time to time, bank loans were used to increase
his inventory.

Immediately after Davis opened his station, it was apparently
very successful. Within three months the station was pumping twenty
to twenty-five thousand gallons per month. Sales of marine equipment
amounted to approximately four thousand dollars during this period.

Within six months of the opening of the business, a gasoline
price war developed in the area. In order to stay competitive, Mr.
Davis lowered his prices along with those of the other stations; how-
ever, the independent distributor fromwhornhe purchased did not pro-
tect him from this price cut like the major oil companies protected
their dealers. Soon Mr. Davis was selling gasoline two cents under
his cost. Sales stayed up. After the price war had been under way
for several months, Mr. Davis, losing more money than he could af-
ford, raised his price to equal his cost. His gasoline volume fell off
sharply and the lessor threatened to cancel his lease if the gallons
pumped did not go back up above the minimum level required by the
lease. Mr. Davis lowered his price and volume rose to a level satis-
factory to the lessor.
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About this time Davis began experiencing difficulty in collect-
ing accounts receivable, particularly those from his financing of the
normal down payment on boats and motors. Also, the finance com-
pany, which had purchased the boat paper with recourse, began to look
to him for payment of some of the notes. Faced with" a cash drain,
Davis decided to raise prices to cover gasoline :ost onc'e more. True
to his word, the lessor cancelled the lease and in threke days Davis
was out of business.

By liquidating most of his business and some of his personal
assets and by diligent attention to the collection of accounts receivable,
Mr. Davis managed to liquidate the finance company debt, both direct
and contingent. However, now deprived of a regular place of business,
he was left with approximately six thousand dollars in accounts re-
ceivable. He was of the opinion that most of the three thousand dol-
lars in accounts he held (two years later) were uncollectable.
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INSTRUCTOR'S NOTES ON CASE

Although Davis failed principally because of the lease cancel-
lation, it appears that several decisions made at the inception of the
business made his chances for survival very slim. First, his lease
was not designed to give him adequate protection against the lessor.
Second, his decision to stock marine equipment took him into an area
in which he had no previous experience, and more importantly, in-
volved him in financing o?erations completely unfamiliar to him, In
the end, it was probably this excur s ion into unfamiliar credit operations
which caused him the greatest per sonal loss.

In retrospect, it appears that Mr. Davis' partner had been re-
sponsible for policy decisions and credit extension in the former part-
nership. Although Mr. Davis was capable in routine station operations,
he was inexperienced in decision-making. He now works for an in-
dustrial concern in a midwestern state, and is of the opinion that he
is personally better off and better adjusted working for someone else.
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1.

SUGGESTED INCUBATOR ASSIGNMENT

RECORDKEEPING FOR A SMALL BUSINESS

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

Recordkeeping is essential to the successful operation of a small busi-
ness. Many of the failures of small business have been due to poor
records. Some of the important questions for every small business
operator are listed below. Do you,have the answers ?

1. Why have so many small businesses failed to keep adeq a e re-
cords despite the failures poor recordkeeping has cause ?

2. What is a good recordkeeping system for my business ?

3. Is it expensive to install a good recordkeeping system?

4. Do I need to know double-entry bookkeeping to operate a record-
keeping system in my business ?

5. What are the things that I must watch every day, week, and month
in my business ?

6. What types of records will I need ?

7. How can my :recordkeeping system help me control my business ?

8. Is it possible to have a recordkeeping system that will not require
a great deal of time to operate ?

9. Should I hire an outside bookkeeping firm to keep my records or
do it myself ?

1_ 10. What are the best ways of recording items subject to the Federal

1:

r

Income Tax?

11. What are the best-accepted methods of recording unemployment
insurance items ?

12. How does the small retailer handle the Federal Excise Tax on his
records?

13. What happens when a small retailer handles merchandise of which
only a part is subject to the State Sales Tax?
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14. How does a small retailer record sales tax on his records ?

15. What relationship do records have to credit and collections?

16. What are some of the pitfalls of slow accounts ?

17. How may these be reduced and/or eliminated by sound record-
keeping ?

18. What are some of the techniques of credit that small business
should consider?
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